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Flying
Although more and more people are flying, most of the worlds 

population have never flown. Around 5% to 10% of the 7.7 

billion (Jan 2021) people on earth fly each year. In 2016 there 

were 3.7 billion global air passengers and by 2035 this is 

predicted to rise to 7.2 billion. 



Boeing 747
The 747 was the result of the work of some 50,000 Boeing people. Called "the 

Incredibles," these were the construction workers, mechanics, engineers, secretaries 

and administrators who made aviation history by building the 747 — the largest civilian 

airplane in the world — in roughly 16 months during the late 1960s.

Overview



Passengers carried (2019)

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR


Passengers carried (Map)(2019)

Note, this is not the nationality of the passenger. Also, this does not 
take into account rates by population size. The UK population is just 
under 70 million whereas China has a population of 1.4 billion. 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR


Fuel consumption



Fuel consumption
Boeing 747 uses approximately 4 litres every second. The flight time is roughly 12 

hours. The distance from Tokyo to London is 9,553km. 
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How many litres does a Boeing 747 consume every minute?

Calculate the fuel consumption of a Boeing 747 between Tokyo and London. 
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Round the distance from Tokyo to London to the nearest 100km.

Use your answer to Q4 to calculate the fuel consumption per kilometre. 

Fuel consumption will vary between planes. But even the same plane doing the 
same journey will vary in fuel consumption. 

List as many factors as you can that will affect fuel consumption.

How many litres does a Boeing 747 consume every hour?



Answers
Boeing 747 uses approximately 4 litres every second. The flight time is roughly 12 

hours. The distance from Tokyo to London is 9,553km. 

1

2

3

How many litres does a Boeing 747 consume every minute?

Calculate the fuel consumption of a Boeing 747 between Tokyo and London. 

4

5

6

Round the distance from Tokyo to London to the nearest 100km.

Use your answer to Q4 to calculate the fuel consumption per kilometre. 

Fuel consumption will vary between planes. But even the same plane doing the 
same journey will vary in fuel consumption. 

List as many factors as you can that will affect fuel consumption.

How many litres does a Boeing 747 consume every hour?

240 litres

14,400 litres

172,800 litres
9,600km

18l per km

Weight, weather, altitude, engine efficiency, type of fuel…



Flying

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDlk4Ky_ahs


Emissions and energy



Assumed load factor



Emissions and energy

Assumed load factor

Energy

Emissions

1.

2.

3.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRYESRObKqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HK8LLWSIIm4


Assumed load factor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgEiyNba63s


Example

1

2

How full are they assuming a UK train to be?     _____% full. 

What fraction of the seats on a London bus are empty? 



Assumed load factor
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Describe what is meant by Assumed load factor (%).

How full are they assuming a London bus to be?     _____% full. 

How full are they assuming a bus outside London to be?      _____% full.

How full are they assuming a coach to be?      _____% full.

What fraction of the seats on a Eurostar train to Paris are sat in? 

What fraction of the seats on a Hi Speed (W Europe) train are sat in? 

What fraction of the seats on a UK train are empty? 

Write the ratio of full seats to empty seats for a flight less than 400km.

One in ______ seats are empty on a long haul flight. 

Why does the number of passengers affect the environmental impact of that 
mode of transport?



Answers
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Describe what is meant by Assumed load factor (%).

How full are they assuming a London bus to be?     _____% full. 

How full are they assuming a bus outside London to be?      _____% full.

How full are they assuming a coach to be?      _____% full.

What fraction of the seats on a Eurostar train to Paris are sat in? 

What fraction of the seats on a Hi Speed (W Europe) train are sat in? 

What fraction of the seats on a UK train are empty? 

Write the ratio of full seats to empty seats for a flight less than 400km.

One in ______ seats are empty on a long haul flight. 

Why does the number of passengers affect the environmental impact of that 
mode of transport?
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The negative effects are spread over more people.



Energy per passenger

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzHBfoUTm_s


Example

What energy is required by a London bus driven with the assumed load factor?

How many kWh are used if the same bus does a 10km journey?
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2



Energy per passenger
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Describe what is meant by Kilowatt hour (kWh).

What energy is required by a car driven with a single occupant? 

How many kWh are used if the same car does a 50km journey?

Why do you think the flights less than 400km use more energy per km? 

What energy is required by a car with four occupants?

How many kWh per passenger if the same car does a 50km journey?

What energy is required per km by a plane on a flight less than 400km?

What energy is required per km by a plane on a long haul flight?

How many kWh per passenger if the same plane flies 400 km?

How many kWh per passenger if the same plane flies 8,000 km?



Answers
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Describe what is meant by Kilowatt hour (kWh).

What energy is required by a car driven with a single occupant? 

How many kWh are used if the same car does a 50km journey?

Why do you think the flights less than 400km use more energy per km? 

What energy is required by a car with four occupants?

How many kWh per passenger if the same car does a 50km journey?

What energy is required by a plane on a flight less than 400km?

What energy is required by a plane on a long haul flight?

How many kWh per passenger if the same plane flies 400 km?

How many kWh per passenger if the same plane flies 8,000 km?

0.85 kWh per km pp

0.21 kWh per km pp

0.68 kWh per km pp

0.50 kWh per km pp

42.5 kWh pp

10.5 kWh pp

272 kWh pp

4,000 kWh pp

Take-off and landing requires more energy than cruising.



Emissions per passenger

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXpbipvHOSo


Example
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How many grams of CO2-e are emitted by a bus outside of London?

How many kilograms are emitted if the same bus does a 10km journey?



Emissions per passenger
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Describe what is meant by CO2-e?

How many grams of CO2-e are emitted by a car with a single occupant? 

How many kilograms are emitted if the same car does a 50km journey?

Why do you think the emissions per kilometre increases as the distance of 
the journey increase?

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted per passenger in a car with 4 occupants?

How many kilograms are emitted if the same car does a 50km journey?

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted per km on a flight less than 400km? 

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted per km on a long haul flight?

How many kilograms are emitted per passenger if the same plane flies 400km?

How many kilograms are emitted per passenger if the same plane flies 8,000km?



Answers
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Describe what is meant by CO2-e?

How many g’s of CO2-e are emitted by a car with a single occupant? 

How many kilograms are emitted if the same car does a 50km journey?

Why do you think the emissions per kilometre increases as the distance of 
the journey increase?

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted in a car with 4 occupants?

How many kilograms are emitted if the same car does a 50km journey?

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted on a flight less than 400km? 

How many grams of CO2-e is emitted on a long haul flight?

How many kilograms are emitted per passenger if the same plane flies 400km?

How many kilograms are emitted per passenger if the same plane flies 8,000km?

240g per km pp

60g per km pp

200g per km pp

400g per km pp

12kg pp

3kg pp

80kg pp

3,200kg pp

??



Reflection

Write down a quick explanation of what you have 

understood about energy and emissions produced 

by different modes of transport.  



Reflections Flying

In full sentences write down some things you have learnt from this 
lesson. You might want to comment on the following. 

• What did you find interesting?
• What did you already know?
• What did you learn?
• Has it changed your opinion?
• What did you disagree with?
• What information would you pass on to a friend or family member? 
• Anything else you might think is relevant



Sources

Sources

https://www.boeing.com/history/products/747.page
https://www.britishairways.com/en-gb/information/about-ba/history-and-heritage/celebrating-concorde
https://www.winacc.org.uk/downloads/STAP/Shorter_Transport%20Emissions%20Report_110328.pdf
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR

